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Rolling and Lifting Probabilities for Sediment Entrainment
Fu-Chun Wu1 and Yi-Ju Chou2

Abstract: This study addresses the rolling and lifting probabilities for sediment entrainment by incorporating the probabilistic fe
of the turbulent fluctuation and bed grain geometry. The lognormally distributed instantaneous velocity and uniformly distributed
grain position, along with a relation between lift coefficient and particle Reynolds number, are used to extend the theoretical form
of the entrainment probabilities in smooth-bed flows. The two threshold conditions identified herein enable us to precisely de
probabilities of entrainment in the rolling and lifting modes. The results obtained in this study coincide well with the published da
lifting probability increases monotonously with the dimensionless shear stressu, which is consistent with the earlier results yet display
improved agreement with the experimental data. The maximum value of rolling probability, with a magnitude of 0.25, occuru
'0.15. Foru,0.05~or u.0.6), the rolling~or lifting! probability makes up more than 90% of the total entrainment probability and t
can be used as an approximation to the total probability of entrainment. The proposed rolling and lifting probabilities are furthe
to the two separate criteria for incipient motion to explore the critical entrainment probabilities. The results reveal that a co
probability corresponding to the critical state of sediment entrainment cannot be found.
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Introduction

Sediment entrainment is defined as the transition from repos
displacement. Previous studies~e.g., Halow 1973; Drake et al
1988! indicated that the entrainment of sediment particles occ
in four different ways, namely, rolling, sliding, lifting, and bounc
ing ~or impact ejection!. The initiation of particle motion by slid-
ing or bouncing occurs only rarely and is much less import
than the other two modes, thus often neglected in the ana
~details see Halow 1973; Drake et al. 1988; Ling 1995!. The en-
trainment of sediment has been investigated for over eight
cades from various viewpoints~reviewed by Buffington and
Montgomery 1997!. One approach is to determine the critic
shear stress for incipient motion of sediment. The work of Shie
~1936! is probably the most well-known entrainment criterion th
falls into this category. Quantification of the threshold shear str
is the basis for prediction of transport rate in many bed lo
equations ~e.g., Meyer-Peter and Mu¨ller 1948; Parker 1979;
among others!. Lately, Ling~1995! further derived the rolling and
lifting criteria for incipient motion of spherical sediment particle
His results reveal that the lifting threshold is consistently hig
than the rolling threshold in the hydraulically smooth and tran
tional flow regimes. On the other hand, some researchers beli
the existence of a range of threshold values for initial movem
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and thus employed the probabilistic model as an alternative
proach to the sediment entrainment problem~e.g., Einstein 1942
Grass 1970; Gessler 1971! and the prediction of bed load tran
port ~e.g., Einstein 1950; Paintal 1971; Sun and Donahue 20!.
The field and laboratory observations reported in several re
works ~e.g., Lavelle and Mofjeld 1987; Kirchner et al. 199
Buffington et al. 1992; Wilcock et al. 1996! also confirmed the
variability of critical shear stress that could be attributed to
number of random factors. The contributors to the stochastic
ture of sediment entrainment include the temporal fluctuation
turbulent flow ~Kalinske 1947!, heterogeneities in grain size
shape, and density~Bridge and Bennett 1992!, bed grain geom-
etry ~Naden 1987!, availability of sediment~Church 1978!, expo-
sure and sheltering effect~McEwan and Heald 2001!, and bed
roughness~Papanicolaou et al. 2001!, just to mention a few
among many others.

The probabilistic approach to modeling sediment transport
been showing promise, however, a variety of entrainment p
abilities was used for developing bed load formulas. For exam
Einstein~1950! used the lifting~pickup! probability to derive the
bed load function; Sun and Donahue~2000! employed the rolling
probability in their fractional bed load equation, whereas Pai
~1971! used the sliding probability in his bed load model. Che
and Chiew~1998! presented a theoretical formulation of the li
ing probability for sediment entrainment, which was later mo
fied by Wu and Lin~2002!. Both of their works incorporated th
probability distribution of instantaneous velocity to explore t
relationship between lifting probability and flow condition. T
Gaussian and log-normal distributions of instantaneous velo
were adopted in their analyses, respectively. Their opti
choices of a constant lift coefficient were based on the best fit
to the experimental data but not to vary as a function of the fl
condition. Moreover, the sediment particle was assumed to li
a bed of closely packed particles yet such a configuration re
sented only one of the many possible situations. Papanico
et al. ~2002! provided a quantitative model for predicting sed

t



Fig. 1. Definition sketch showing longitudinal section (x-y plane! of bed grain geometry, flow velocity, and forces acting on Sphere 1
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The schematization is three dimensional, i.e.,x, y, and z axes
represent the longitudinal, vertical, and transverse directions
spectively. The theoretical bed level (y50), where flow velocity
is zero, is set to be located at a distance below the top of the
grains. A range of values have been used in the literature ind
ing that the bed level is commonly taken as 0.15d20.3d below
the top of the sand-grain roughness~Bridge and Bennett 1992
Nezu and Nakagawa 1993!. To be consistent with the precedin
work of this paper~van Rijn 1984; Cheng and Chiew 1998; W
and Lin 2002!, a distance of 0.25d is adopted in the present stud
As illustrated in Fig. 1, Sphere 1 is in contact with an upstre
and a downstream bed particle~Spheres 2 and 3, respectively!.
The point of contact between Spheres 1 and 3~labeled asC! is
located at a distance ofh from the bed level, while the bottom o
Sphere 1 is at the position with a distance ofd from the bed level
~note that bothh andd are positive upwards and negative dow
wards!. The lower and upper limits ofd are shown in Figs. 2~a
and b!, respectively. Whend520.75d, Sphere 1 is at the
lowest-possible position to protrude into the flow; whend
50.116d, Sphere 1 is resting at the highest-possible position
remain stable. The initial position of Sphere 1 is supposed to
randomly oriented relative to the bed level, thusd is treated as a
random variable. Following the encouraging results of Pai
~1971! and Wu et al.~2000!, we accept thatd is uniformly dis-
tributed. Although a near-normal distribution with positive ske
ness has been suggested as a first approximation to the grave
topography~Nikora et al. 1998!, more research is still needed
Fig. 2. Longitudinal diagram (x-y plane! demonstrating~a! lower limit and ~b! upper limit of d
ment entrainment under three representative bed packing dens
corresponding to the isolated, wake interference, and skimm
flow regimes. However, further studies incorporating more ge
eral considerations can be conducted to modify the formulation
entrainment probability. The purpose of this study is to devel
theoretical components for evaluating two types of entrainme
probability, i.e., the rolling and lifting probabilities, in hydrauli-
cally smooth-bed and transitional open-channel flows. The thre
olds for two different entrainment modes are identified, whic
lead to a more precise definition of the rolling and lifting prob
abilities. The present study extends the previous work of Wu a
Lin ~2002! in the sense that both the fluctuation of turbulent flo
and the randomness of bed grain geometry are considered in
derivation of rolling and lifting probabilities. Also taken into con
sideration is the dependence of the lift coefficient on particle Re
nolds number. The proposed lifting and rolling probabilities a
then verified with the published data. These two probabilities a
further incorporated with the rolling and lifting thresholds deve
oped by Ling~1995! to demonstrate the inconsistency involved i
the calculation of critical shear stress.

Theoretical Components

Bed Grain Geometry

Consider a spherical particle of sized resting on the bed consist-
ing of identical spheres~longitudinal section shown in Fig. 1!.
JOURNAL OF HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING / FEBRUARY 2003 / 111
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Fig. 3. Definition sketch showing transverse section (y-z plane! of
exposed bed grain~view into flow!
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CD5~24/Rp!~110.15Rp
0.687! (3)

where Rp 5 particle Reynolds number defined asūbd8/n, in
which ūb 5 area-averaged temporal mean velocity,d8 5 exposed
diameter of a particle~shown in Fig. 3! 50.75d1d, n 5 kine-
matic viscosity of fluid. Eq.~3! is valid for Rp<1,754, while
CD50.36 for Rp.1,754 in smooth-bed flows~Graf 1971!. Al-
thoughub is used in Eq.~2! to calculate the instantaneous dr
force, using the temporal mean velocityūb to evaluateCD is a
necessarily simplified treatment of the problem. The lift coe
cient is generally considered as an unknown function ofRp , al-
though a number of experimental investigations have been ca
out ~reviewed by Garde and Ranga Raju 1985; Wiberg and Sm
1985!. The study of Chepil~1958! provides one of the most com
plete sets of data, which indicates that the average ratio of li
drag is nearly constant at 0.85 for boundary Reynolds num
R*<5,000, whereR*5u* d8/n, u* 5 shear velocity5At/r, t
5 bed shear stress. This constant ratio of lift to drag was use
Wiberg and Smith~1985! in their theoretical model of particle
saltation. The more recent work of Patnaik et al.~1994! appears
to demonstrate a decreasing trend of the lift-drag ratio withRp for
their test range of 4,000,Rp,60,000. Their data also show th
nearly all the lift-drag ratios~except 1 out of 12 data! are within
the range of 0.5–1.5 forRp,8,000. The aforementioned value
of the lift-drag ratio could be useful for the present study beca
the condition ofRp,8,000~i.e.,R*,1,000) corresponds to mor
than 95% of the situations considered~sample size5 3,000!.
With the information implied from above, the ratio of lift to dra
is taken as unity in this study, which is equivalent to a condit
of CL /CD51 given the definitions of drag and lift in Eq.~2!.
Thus, the lift coefficient becomes an explicit function ofRp , as
expressed by Eq.~3!. However, the negative lift forR*,5 re-
ported by Davies and Samad~1978! is not considered herein be
cause the underflow beneath the sphere is assumed negligib
smooth-bed flows~Nikora et al. 2001!.

The mean velocity distribution in the wall region~i.e., the
inner layer above the viscous sublayer! of the turbulent flow over
a hydraulically smooth bed~as the sand bed shown in Fig. 1! can
be described by the logarithmic profile~van Rijn 1984; Nezu and
Nakagawa 1993!

ū

u*
5

1

k
lnS y

y0
D (4)

where ū 5 temporal mean velocity at a heighty above the bed
level; k 5 von Kármán constant50.4 for clear water;y0 5
zero-velocity level of the logarithmic profile5 ks/30; andks 5
equivalent sand roughness of Nikuradse. Note thaty0 is a virtual
zero-velocity level, the real zero-velocity level is located ay
50 for smooth-bed flows. Theks value should be set as 0.5d to
3d when Eq.~4! is used in turbulent flow over sand beds~Bridge
and Bennett 1992; Ling 1995!. Again, to be consistent with th
preceding work of this paper~Cheng and Chiew 1998; Wu an
Lin 2002!, herein we assumeks52d, which leads to a result o
y05d/15. The area-averaged velocity over the exposed fro
areaA is defined by

ūb5
*Aū dA

*AdA
(5)

where the differential areadA5(d sinc)dy, as illustrated in Fig.
3. Since thatd is a random variable, for a specificd, sinc is
given by
test its validity on the smooth and transitional beds. The proba
ity density function~pdf! of d is thus expressed as

f D~d!5
1

0.116d2~20.75d!
5

1

0.866d
,

for 20.75d<d<0.116d (1)

Thresholds for Entrainment

The incipient motion of sediment occurs when the stability o
particle is disturbed. Such instability can be attributed to the
balance of forces or force moments caused by the forces exe
on the particle in the flow~see Ling 1995!. Fig. 1 shows that the
external forces acting on Sphere 1 include the submerged we
~W! and the instantaneous hydrodynamic forces, which can
resolved into a drag force (FD) and a lift force (FL). Various
forms ofFL can be found in the literature~e.g., Naden 1987; Ling
1995!; here we follow Cheng and Chiew~1998, 1999! to use the
conventional expressions for these forces, i.e.,

W5~rs2r!g
pd3

6

FD5CD

rAub
2

2
(2)

FL5CL

rAub
2

2

wherer andrs 5 densities of fluid and sediment particle, respe
tively; g 5 gravitational acceleration;A 5 frontal area exposed to
the flow, shown in Fig. 3 (y-z plane across the flow! as the
noncrosshatched frontal area of Sphere 1;ub 5 area-averaged
instantaneous velocity, defined as the averaging of stream
velocity over the exposed frontal areaA ~which will be specified
later in this section!; CD and CL 5 drag and lift coefficients,
respectively. The instantaneous velocityub is used in Eq.~2! to
account for the effect of fluctuating fluid forces. The drag coe
cient of a sphere is known to depend upon flow conditions
can be obtained by the following formula~Schiller and Naumann
1933!:
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sinc5A12cos2 c52A~y2d!~d2y1d!/d (6)

where cosc5@0.5d2(y2d)#/0.5d. Using the definitions ofdA
and y0 , and Eqs.~4! and ~6!, one can rewrite Eq.~5! as the
following:

ūb5

E
y1

y2Fu*
k

lnS 15y

d D GA~y2d!~d2y1d!dy

E
y1

y2

A~y2d!~d2y1d!dy

(7)

wherey150.25d andy25d1d are the lower and upper limits o
integration, respectively~shown in Fig. 3!. Eq.~7! is derived for a
given value ofd, henceūb can be expressed as a function ofd.
The ūb value is used to solve Eq.~4! for yb5y03exp(kūb /u* ), in
which yb is the height~from the bed level! where the mean flow
velocity ū5ūb ~as illustrated in Fig. 1!. Becauseyb is determined
from ūb , theyb value so obtained is also a function ofd and will
be used in the derivation of rolling threshold.

Rolling Threshold

The threshold condition for rolling to begin is that the force m
ments causing the particle motion exceed those keeping the
ticle at rest. Such a condition can be expressed as

FDLD1FLLL.WLW (8)

whereLD , LL , andLW5moment arms~aboutC! of FD , FL , and
W respectively~as shown in Fig. 1!. Combination of Eqs.~2! and
~8! leads to the following:

ub
2.BR

2 (9)

whereBR denotes the rolling threshold and can be expressed

BR5A 2LW

CDLD1CLLL

pd3

6A

gs2g

r
(10)

whereg andgs 5 specific weights of fluid and sediment, respe
tively. Sphere 1 will start to move in the rolling mode when th
inequality in Eq.~9! is satisfied.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the submerged weightW acts on the
center of Sphere 1 in the downward direction. The lift forceFL is
perpendicular to the flow direction~i.e., in the upward direction!;
previous studies have generally assumed thatFL acts on a line
passing through the center of Sphere 1. The drag forceFD acts in
the flow direction, however, to date there is no general consen
regarding the position whereFD applies on Sphere 1. It is indi-
cated in the literature that the height of effective drag is norma
taken as 0.5d to 0.7d above the bed level~Jackson 1981; Bridge
and Bennett 1992!, varying with the location selected as the th
oretical bed level. The height of effective fluid drag must be
quantity that depends upon the local velocity profile and the p
trusion height of the particle. The theoretical value of this heig
can be obtained through integrations of the local drag and
associated moment over the grain surface~e.g., Jackson 1981!,
which would not be practical for the present study because
mean dragFD is calculated from the area-averaged velocityub .
Nevertheless, the height of mean drag can be evaluated rea
ably well with the assumption thatFD acts on the level where the
mean velocityū5ūb , since ūb is a function of velocity profile
and protrusion height. In other words, theyb value gained in the
preceding subsection can be taken as the height of effective
~as shown in Fig. 1!, which directly results inLD5yb2h. Given
that h50.125d10.5d, one can evaluateLD by
r-

s

n-

g

LD5yb20.125d20.5d (11)

On the other hand, the identical value ofLL and LW is equal to
0.5d3sinf. Since that cosf5(0.5d1d10.25d)/d50.75
1(d/d), one obtains the following:

LL5LW50.5dA12@0.751~d/d!#2 (12)

Eqs.~11! and~12! imply that all the moment arms~i.e., LD , LL ,
andLW) are dependent upon the value ofd.

Lifting Threshold

The threshold condition for lifting to occur is that the dynamic l
on a sediment particle exceeds its submerged weight, which
be represented by

FL.W (13)

Employing the definitions given in Eq.~2!, one can rewrite Eq.
~13! as

ub
2.BL

2 (14)

whereBL denotes the lifting threshold, which can be expressed

BL5A 2

CL

pd3

6A

gs2g

r
(15)

Sphere 1 will initiate its motion in the lifting mode when th
criterion given in Eq.~14! is met.

To further compare the rolling and lifting thresholds, we u
Eqs. ~10! and ~15! to evaluate the ratio of the two threshold
SinceCL5CD , this ratio becomes

BR

BL
5A LL

LD1LL
,1 (16)

Eq. ~16! indicates that the entrainment threshold for lifting
higher than that for rolling, which coincides with the result o
tained by Ling~1995!. With the two thresholds identified in thi
section and the probability distribution of the instantaneous
locity to be specified subsequently, the probabilities for entra
ment can be defined precisely.

Probabilities for Entrainment

In a recent comparative study, Wu and Lin~2002! have shown
that the instantaneous velocityub follows the log-normal distri-
bution rather than normal~the pdf of ub is schematically illus-
trated in Fig. 4!. If vb denotes the logarithm ofub ~i.e., vb

5ln ub for 0,ub,`), the pdf of vb can be represented by
Gaussian distribution, i.e.,

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram showing probability density function
ub and definitions of rolling and lifting probabilities
JOURNAL OF HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING / FEBRUARY 2003 / 113
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A2psv

expF2
~vb2 v̄b!2

2sv
2 G (17)

wherev̄b andsv 5 mean and standard deviation ofvb , respec-
tively. Becauseub is a non-negative variable, the threshold co
ditions demonstrated in Eqs.~9! and ~14! can be modified asub

.BR for rolling and ub.BL for lifting. Accordingly, if BR,ub

,BL , the particle will be entrained in a pure rolling mode whi
still keeping in contact with the bed spheres. However, ifub is
greater thanBL , the incipient motion of the particle will occur in
a simultaneous rolling-lifting mode. In other words, the particle
lifted off the bed while it starts to roll. Because the lifted partic
is no longer in contact with the spheres below it, herein we id
tify this type of entrainment~i.e., forub.BL) as the lifting mode.
Based on these, it is now possible to define the rolling and lift
probabilities.

Rolling Probability

The probability of entrainment in the rolling mode can be e
pressed by the following~schematically illustrated in Fig. 4!:

PR5P~BR,ub,BL!5P~BR8,vb,BL8 !

5P~vb,BL8 !2P~vb,BR8 ! (18)

where BR8 and BL85 lnBR and lnBL , respectively. Becausevb is
normally distributed, one can use the approximation presente
Cheng and Chiew~1998! and rewrite Eq.~18! as

PR5E
2`

B
L
8
f v~vb!dvb2E

2`

B
R
8
f v~vb!dvb

5F E
2`

v̄b
f v~vb!dvb1E

v̄b

B
L
8
f v~vb!dvbG

2F E
2`

v̄b
f v~vb!dvb1E

v̄b

B
R
8
f v~vb!dvbG

5
1

2 H BL82 v̄b

uBL82 v̄bu
A12expF2

2~BL82 v̄b!2

psv
2 G

2
BR82 v̄b

uBR82 v̄bu
A12expF2

2~BR82 v̄b!2

psv
2 G J (19)

in which v̄b andsv can be determined by the following formula
~Wu and Lin 2002!:

v̄b5 ln@ ūb /A11~su /ūb!2# (20)

sv
25 ln@11~su /ūb!2#

wheresu 5 standard deviation ofub . According to Kironoto and
Graf ~1994! and Cheng and Chiew~1998!, a linear relationship
betweensu andūb is given bysu50.37ūb , which transforms Eq.
~20! into

v̄b5 ln~ ūb/1.066! (21)

sv
250.128

To proceed with the derivation of rolling probability, we rewri
Eqs.~7!, ~10!, and~15! as the following:
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ūb5

u* 3E
y1

y2F1

k
lnS 15y

d D GA~y2d!~d2y1d!dy

E
y1

y2

A~y2d!~d2y1d!dy

5u* 3H

(22)

BR5A 2LW

CDLD1CLLL

pd2

6A

~gs2g!d

r
5AJR3K

~gs2g!d

r
(23)

BL5A 2

CL

pd2

6A

~gs2g!d

r
5AJL3K

~gs2g!d

r
(24)

where H 5 dimensionless function ofd as given in Eq.~22!;
while K5pd2/6A, JR52LW /(CDLD1CLLL), andJL52/CL are
all dimensionless and varying withd. Substituting Eqs.~21!–~24!
into Eq. ~19! results in

PR~d!50.5
ln~1.137JLK/H2u!

u ln~1.137JLK/H2u!u

3A12expH 2
2

p F ln~1.137JLK/H2u!

0.358 G2J
20.5

ln~1.137JRK/H2u!

u ln~1.137JRK/H2u!u

3A12expH 2
2

p F ln~1.137JRK/H2u!

0.358 G2J (25)

wherePR(d) 5 rolling probability for a givend; u 5 dimension-
less shear stress~or Shields parameter! defined ast/(gs2g)d.
Recall thatd is a uniform random variable between20.75d and
0.116d, the mean probability of rolling (PR) is simply the ex-
pected value of Eq.~25!, i.e.,

PR5E
20.75d

0.116d

PR~d! f D~d!dd5
1

0.866dE20.75d

0.116d

PR~d!dd

5
1

0.866E20.75

0.116

PR~d8!dd8 (26)

whered85d/d 5 dimensionless dummy variable, andPR(d8) 5
nondimensionalized form of Eq.~25!. Eq. ~26! is then solved
numerically for evaluating the rolling probabilities correspondi
to a range ofu ~between 1022 and 101 in this study!.

Lifting Probability

The probability of entrainment in the lifting mode can be e
pressed as the following~illustrated in Fig. 4!:

PL5P~ub.BL!5P~vb.BL8 !512P~2`,vb,BL8 ! (27)

Following the same procedures used in Eq.~19!, one can reform
Eq. ~27! as

PL512F E
2`

v̄b
f v~vb!dvb1E

v̄b

B
L
8
f v~vb!dvbG

50.520.5
BL82 v̄b

uBL82 v̄bu
A12expF2

2~BL82 v̄b!2

psv
2 G (28)

Similarly, substituting Eqs.~21!, ~22!, and ~24! into Eq. ~28!
yields
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probability for u'1. To quantitatively explore the improved a
curacy, the Euclidean norm is used as a measure to represe
overall error between the theoretical and experimental res
~Conte and de Boor 1980!. The Euclidean norm is defined as

iei25A(
i 51

n

ei
2 (31)

where ei 5 difference between theith data and the theoretica
value;n 5 total number of the experimental data. The magnitu
of the Euclidean norm and the coefficient of determinationR2 for
the earlier result of Wu and Lin~2002! and the present result ar
listed in Table 1. The values ofiei2 andR2 for the result of Wu
and Lin are 0.266 and 0.966, respectively, whereas the co
sponding values for the present result are 0.245 and 0.971.
percentages of the reducediei2 and the improvedR2 are about 8
and 0.5%, respectively. In contrast to the previous work of
and Lin ~2002!, the present study incorporates the probabilis
feature of the initial bed geometry~in addition to the turbulen
velocity fluctuation! and also the dependence of lift coefficient
flow condition ~whereas a constant lift coefficientCL50.21 was
used by Wu and Lin!. The improved accuracy is believed to orig
nate from these additional considerations.

Second, the rolling and lifting probabilities are compared w
the qualitative observations of Drake et al.~1988!. Their observa-
tions were made by motion-picture photography at Duck Cree
clear stream 6.5 m wide and 35 cm deep near Pinedale, Wyom
Bed-shear stress was approximately 6 Pa. The streambed i
draulically transitional, consisting of fine gravels with a med
diameter of 4 mm. The transport of sediment was almost ent
as bed load. The recorded plan and side views of the motio
individual bed load particles indicated that rolling was the m
common mode of entrainment for particles larger than abo
mm, whereas lifting was the mode of entrainment for most
load particles smaller than about 2 mm. The reported bed-s
stress~i.e., 6 Pa! and particle diameters correspond to the val
of u50.12 ~for d53 mm! and u50.18 ~for d52 mm!, respec-
tively. In other words, whenu,0.12, rolling is the commones
mode of entrainment, whereas foru.0.18, lifting is the dominant
mode of entrainment. Clearly demonstrated in Fig. 5 is that
rolling probability is greater than the lifting probability in th
region ofu,0.12; however, the lifting probability becomes mu
greater than the rolling probability foru.0.18. The results ob
tained in this study coincide very well with the observations m
by Drake et al.~1988! and are physically meaningful. In fac
such a coincidence can be reasonably interpreted because
the values ofu are sufficiently high~i.e., for very larget values
or very smalld values!, there is a strong tendency that partic
will be entrained in the lifting~i.e., rolling-lifting! mode rather
than the pure rolling mode. On the other hand, when the ma
tudes ofu are appreciably low~i.e., for negligiblet values or
extremely larged values!, the particles will most likely stay in
repose rather than move. As such, the probability of entrainm
in the rolling mode becomes vanishing small at both very h
and low values ofu.

-

Table 1. Euclidean Norms and Coefficients of Determination
Results from Different Studies~Percentage of Change from Earli
Result is in Brackets!

Source
Previous study

~Wu and Lin 2002! This study

iei2 0.266 0.245@28%#

R2 0.966 0.971@10.5%#
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PL~d!50.520.5
ln~1.137JLK/H2u!

u ln~1.137JLK/H2u!u

3A12expH 2
2

p F ln~1.137JLK/H2u!

0.358 G2J (29)

wherePL(d) 5 lifting probability for a specific value ofd. The
mean probability of lifting (PL) is taken as the expected value
Eq. ~29!, i.e.,

PL5E
20.75d

0.116d

PL~d!• f D~d!dd5
1

0.866E20.75

0.116

PL~d8!dd8

(30)

wherePL(d8) 5 nondimensionalized form of Eq.~29!. Eq. ~30!
is also solved numerically to evaluate the lifting probabilities c
responding to a range ofu between 1022 and 101.

Results and Discussion

Verification of Results

The relationships between the computed results and the dim
sionless shear stressu are demonstrated in Fig. 5, where one c
see the distinct difference between the lifting and rolling pr
abilities. The lifting probabilityPL increases monotonously wit
u, whereas the rolling probabilityPR increases withu in the
region ofu,0.15 but then reduces for larger values ofu. In what
follows, we verify these results with the published data. First,
lifting probabilities reported by Guy et al.~1966!, Luque~1974!,
Jain ~1992!, and Papanicolaou~1999! are used for compariso
with the calculatedPL. Fig. 5 reveals that the computed result
PL agrees generally well with the published data. The discrep
cies present at the upper end are probably due to the obse
flow-retardation~or drag-reduction! effect caused by the impac
on the near-bed flow of the increasing particles in motion
higheru values~McEwan 2002!. The lifting probability from Wu
and Lin ~2002! is also presented in Fig. 5 to demonstrate
improvement made in the current study. The earlier result of
and Lin ~2002! displays a substantial overestimation of liftin
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Total Probability of Incipient Motion

As mentioned earlier, various forms of entrainment probabili
~such as rolling, lifting, and sliding probabilities! have been used
in the stochastic bed load models. We have come to know tha
entrainment of sediment occurs mainly in the rolling and lifti
modes. It is revealed in Fig. 5 that for a given value ofu, there
are always two possible modes of entrainment, regardles
which one is more likely to occur. Thus, instead of using a sin
rolling or lifting probability, it is more reasonable to use the to
probability of entrainment~inclusive of both rolling and lifting! in
the modeling of bed load transport. Because rolling and lifting
mutually independent modes according to our definition~as illus-
trated in Fig. 4!, the total probability of incipient motion (PM) is
equal to the summation of rolling and lifting probabilities, i.
PM5PR1PL . Taking the expected value ofPM over the entire
range ofd yields

PM5PR1PL (32)

where PM 5 mean total probability of entrainment. ThePM
curve resulting from the superimposition ofPR andPL curves is
shown in Fig. 5. It is found that the rolling probability makes
more than 90% of the total entrainment probability for anyu
value less than about 0.05, while the lifting probability occup
more than 90% of the total entrainment probability for anyu
value greater than about 0.6. Hence, for the regions ofu,0.05
andu.0.6,PR andPL can be used, respectively, as the appro
mations toPM. However, for theu values in the range betwee
0.05 and 0.6, the contributions of both probabilities to the to
probability of entrainment should be equally weighted.

Potential Applications

The entrainment probabilities developed in this study are ap
cable to many aspects involving the predictions of bed l
movement in natural channels. For example, the stochastic
load models based on the single-mode entrainment probabil
such as those of Einstein~1950!, Paintal ~1971!, and Sun and
Donahue~2000!, can be modified using the total entrainme
probability. Given the multiple modes associated with the ini
motion of bed load particles, it is not surprising that some of
predictions based on a single entrainment mode have displ
considerable errors. The discrepancies between the predicte
measured results are often reduced through the calibration p
dures. However, the modifications resulting from such proced
can be rather limited. Hence, a significant improvement may
expected if a more reliable entrainment probability is incor
rated into the stochastic modeling of bed load transport.

In addition, the partitioning approach for the sediment entra
ment into a rolling and lifting mode can be useful to the riv
managers in planning of the flushing flows for restoring
salmonid incubation habitat degraded by fine sediment intru
~Wu 2000!. For the flushing flows to be effective, the removal
fine matrix material should be enhanced to improve the qualit
aquatic habitat as much as possible, whereas the moveme
coarse framework material should be limited to reduce the los
coarse material and to maintain a stable framework of habita
the incubating embryos. The proposed entrainment probab
versus Shields parameter relations may be used to determin
optimal flushing flow so that fine sediment can be lifted off t
bed without causing significant disturbances to the coarse fra
work material. Further studies are currently undertaken by
writers to address this challenging issue.
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Critical Entrainment Probabilities

So far we have acquired the relations quantifying the variation
PR and PL with u. Further, we are interested in the probabili
of entrainment corresponding to the condition that the app
shear stress equals to the threshold shear stress for incipien
tion, i.e., u5uc , in which uc 5 dimensionless critical shea
stress. Gessler~1971! reported a 50% probability of movement i
rough turbulent flow whenuc ~based ond50) was applied to the
bed particles. The entrainment probabilities at the critical con
tions can be evaluated with the aid of the rolling and liftin
thresholds developed by Ling~1995!. His criteria for incipient
motion can be presented in a graphical format similar to Shie
diagram, i.e.,uc versus critical boundary Reynolds numberRc*
~as shown in Fig. 6!. He found that the Shields curve for the mo
part lies between the two theoretical thresholds. For a given v
of Rc* , the corresponding rolling and lifting thresholds~i.e., ucR

and ucL) can be determined from the two separate criteria
incipient motion. The values ofucR anducL are then incorporated
with the proposedPR2u and PL2u relations ~or Fig. 5! to
evaluate the critical rolling and lifting probabilities, respective
The results so obtained are shown in Fig. 6, where the entr
ment probabilities corresponding to the critical conditions de
onstrate considerable variations in the magnitude, especially
the critical lifting probability. The maximum and minimum value
of the critical lifting probability are 1.0 and 0.05, respective
while the critical rolling probability ranges from 0.008 to 0.2. Th
critical lifting probability drops drastically from about 0.8 to 0.0
as Rc* increases from 1 to 10. ForRc* .10, the critical lifting
probability increases modestly from 0.05 to 0.16. On the ot
hand, the critical rolling probability remains approximately co
stant within the range between 0.01 and 0.04 forRc* ,10, but then
increases to about 0.2 asRc* increases from 10 to 500. For hy
drodynamically smooth boundaries (Rc* ,2), both of the critical
entrainment probabilities display decreasing trends with the
creasing Rc* . However, in the transitional regime (2,Rc*
,500), both of the critical entrainment probabilities demonstr
transitions from descending to ascending trends. These trend
variation appear to correlate with the criteria for incipient motio
Note that in Fig. 6 the rolling threshold and the critical rollin
probability are nearly parallel over the entire range ofRc* despite
that they are in different graphical scales~i.e., logarithmic and
linear scales, respectively!. In summary, the probabilities of en

Fig. 6. Variations of dimensionless critical shear stresses and cri
entrainment probabilities with critical boundary Reynolds numbe
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trainment corresponding to the critical rolling and lifting cond
tions are neither constant values nor monotonous function
Rc* . Their variation trends agree with those of the entrainm
thresholds.

A comment on the results is given below. If the critical she
stress is a distinct threshold for incipient motion of the sedime
there must be a consistent probability of entrainment correspo
ing to such a critical condition. For example, a 50% probability
movement at the critical conditions as proposed by Ges
~1971!. However, the results gained in the present study do
support such an argument, in terms of both rolling and lifti
modes of entrainment. It is revealed that even when the thres
shear stress is applied to the sediment particle, the entrainm
probability is a highly variable function of the hydrodynam
boundary condition, rather than a meaningful value represen
the critical state of particle entrainment. Since the probabilities
entrainment corresponding to the so called ‘‘critical condition
vary over such a wide range, a possible explanation would be
there is no such thing as ‘‘critical shear stress,’’ as pointed ou
many investigators~see review by McEwan and Heald 2001!. The
results of this study appear to imply the inconsistency embed
in the conventional definition of the critical shear stress for
cipient motion, thus probably provide a different perspect
worth further investigations.

Conclusions
In this paper, we present the theoretical formulation of the roll
and lifting probabilities for sediment entrainment in hydraulica
smooth and transitional flows. The stochastic natures of turbu
fluctuation and bed grain irregularity are both considered in
present study. The results obtained herein represent an exte
version of the earlier pickup probabilities~Cheng and Chiew
1998; Wu and Lin 2002! that only considered the fluctuation o
turbulent flow. Modification of the previous studies is also ma
with the inclusion of a relation between lift coefficient and pa
ticle Reynolds number. However, the effect of turbulent burst
has not been included in this paper. It is believed that the entr
ment of sediment is sensitive to the periodic burst evens. To
clude the bursting effect explicitly in future formulation of th
entrainment probability would be a challenging task. In this stu
the theoretically identified thresholds for entrainment make it p
sible to precisely define the rolling and lifting probabilities. Th
results show that the lifting probability~ranging from 0 to 1!
increases monotonously with the dimensionless shear stresu,
whereas the rolling probability~ranging from 0 to 0.25! displays
an increasing trend foru,0.15 yet a decreasing trend for largeru
values. Both of the rolling and lifting probabilities coincide we
with the published data, quantitatively and qualitatively. Mo
over, the lifting probability gained in this study demonstrates
improved agreement with the experimental data. For 0.05,u
,0.6, the summation of rolling and lifting probabilities is recom
mended for use as the total probability of incipient motion. Ho
ever, for u less than 0.05~or greater than 0.6!, the rolling ~or
lifting ! probability can be used as the approximation to the to
entrainment probability. The critical entrainment probabilities a
highly variable functions of the boundary Reynolds number, th
no consistent probability corresponding to the critical state
particle entrainment can be found. The results of this study ap
to imply the inconsistency involved in the conventional definiti
of critical shear stress. Future research is needed to further
dress this issue and to investigate the influences of turbule
~e.g., intensity, bursting!, sediment characteristics~e.g., shape,
f

-

t

t

t

d

r

-

size distribution, availability or abundance, number of particles
motion!, bed geometry~e.g., slope, roughness!, and other random
factors on the probabilities of sediment entrainment.
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Notation

The following symbols are used in this paper:
A 5 frontal area exposed to the flow;

BL , BR 5 lifting and rolling thresholds defined by Eqs.
~15! and ~10!;

BL8 , BR8 5 ln BL and lnBR;
CD , CL 5 drag and lift coefficients;

d 5 diameter of particle;
d8 5 exposed diameter of particle;
d50 5 median grain size;

iei2 5 Euclidean norm of error;
FD , FL 5 instantaneous drag and lift forces;
f v(vb) 5 probability density function~pdf! of vb ;
f D(d) 5 probability density function~pdf! of d;

g 5 gravitational acceleration;
H 5 dimensionless function ofd;
h 5 vertical distance from bed level to point of

contactC;
JL 5 2/CL ;
JR 5 2LW /(CDLD1CLLL);
K 5 pd2/6A;
ks 5 equivalent roughness height of Nikuradse;

LD , LL , LW 5 moment arms~aboutC! of FD , FL , andW;
P(X) 5 probability of eventX;

PL(d), PR(d)
5 lifting and rolling probabilities for givend;

PL(d8), PR(d8)
5 nondimensionalized forms ofPL(d) and

PR(d);
PM or PM(d)

5 total probability of incipient motion~for a
given d);

PL, PR 5 mean probabilities of lifting and rolling;
PM 5 mean total probability of entrainment;
Rp 5 particle Reynolds number5ūbd8/n;
R* 5 boundary Reynolds number5u* d8/n;
Rc* 5 critical boundary Reynolds number;
R2 5 coefficient of determination;
ub 5 area-averaged instantaneous velocity ap-

proaching particle;
u* 5 shear velocity5At/r;

ū 5 temporal mean velocity at heighty above
bed level;

ūb 5 area-averaged mean flow velocity;
vb 5 ln ub ;

v̄b 5 mean value ofvb ;
W 5 submerged weight of sediment particle;
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x 5 coordinates in longitudinal direction;
y 5 coordinates in vertical direction;

yb 5 height from bed level whereū5ūb ;
y0 5 zero-velocity level;

y1 , y2 5 lower and upper limits of integration in Eq.
~7!;

z 5 coordinates in transverse direction;
g, gs 5 specific weights of fluid and sediment;

d 5 vertical distance from bed level to bottom
of Sphere 1;

d8 5 d/d;
u 5 dimensionless shear stress~Shields param-

eter! 5t/(gs2g)d;
uc 5 dimensionless critical shear stress;

ucL , ucR 5 dimensionless threshold shear stresses for
lifting and rolling;

k 5 von Kármán constant;
n 5 kinematic viscosity of fluid;

r, rs 5 densities of fluid and sediment;
su , sv 5 standard deviations ofub andvb ; and

t 5 bed shear stress.
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